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1 Why focus on simplifying endpoint management?
COVID-19 has significantly altered the endpoint landscape with more and more employees working remotely.
Gartner predicts a significant increase in proportion of employees who will work remotely in the post COVID-19
scenario for a period of time to come. Correspondingly , this has meant that HR functions are already reporting
increase in employee monitoring and passive data collection with various products from employee devices.

Figure 1: Post COVID-19 Remote Work Scenario
Source: Gartner 2020

Prior to COVID-19 too, enterprises across the world were investing significantly in endpoint management for a
variety of reasons. With increase in Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) trend, growing variety of form factors for
endpoints (PCs, tablets, mobiles, wearables, smart assistants, smart printers and displays) and with greater
degree of information and intelligence being pushed to the edge, endpoint management has gained significant
importance in CIO as well as CISO agenda. Concerns around information security, monitoring of employee
productivity, managing licenses for software products, energy efficiency, sustainability are some of the factors
driving importance of endpoint management.
Over time each of these concerns has meant that more and more products are being deployed on personal
computers, printers and mobile devices to monitor and manage each aspect of endpoints. Today, organizations
typically have separate products catering to different requirements which include:
o Prevent undesirable software from getting installed on corporate IT systems
o Ensuring that IT assets are secure with uptodate AV, firewall and security configurations
o Protecting end points from vulnerabilties when they are used at home or a remote workplace
o Ensuring endpoints perform at the optimal level
o Preventing Data leakage
o Enabling Secure access to services on the cloud or in the Enteprise via VPNs
o Managing software and patches centrally
o Maintaining uptodate PC and component level inventory
o Tracking warranty, AMC and servicing contracts
o Managing printers and tracking paper and cartridge use
o Understanding and measuring remote working staff productivity
This has increased complexity of product vendor ecosystem and increased TCO of endpoint management. The
whole suite of products has also contributed to slowing down of endpoint devices thereby diminishing Employee
Productivity and Employee Experience.
Despite the plethora of products deployed it is still difficult to obtain a unified view of endpoints and there are
several unaddressed use cases. These issues become more challenging which end users work remotely. Some of
these include:
o Ability to proactively detect OS, system and application issues in endpoints
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Centrally and remotely remediate issues across all systems without physically accessing them
Ensuring compliance to security policies and tracking, managing policy compliance and changes
Meter Software usage and optimize software license procurement
Track and manage cost (CAPEX and OPEX) associated with endpoints
Track remote working employee producitivity

Given the above reasons, there is a strongly felt need for simplifying enpoint management.

2 Introducing IPM+ for endpoints
IPM+ for Endpoints has been built with over a decade of research and development into various aspects of
endpoint devices commonly found in the enterprise IT landscape. Backed by several U.S. Patents and deployed
in over 6 million devices globally, IPM+ is a unified product that brings together several capabilities.

Figure 2: IPM+ for Endpoints: Overview

IPM+ is unified product, single lightweigt agent which provides all the required endpoint features required for
an enterprise. As illustrated in Figure 2 IPM+ for endpoints provides a comprehensive set of features whilst
simplyifying the job of IT.

Automate Endpoint Health Management and Remediation
IPM+ automates proactive endpoint health diagnosis and
enables automated remediation for issues identified
during healthchecks. Multiple options for automation of
patch management are also enabled by IPM+. IPM+
enables Centralized Remediation scripting framework
that allows writing remediation scripts for specific
problems and deploy the same across affected systems at
scale. IPM+ patch management comes with unique
bandwidth throttling capabilities to avoid flooding the
network. IPM+ also allows vendor integrated automated patching by using vendor site crawling.
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Figure 3 Patch Management

PowerMind AI
IPM+ for Enpoints operates with a unified endpoint agent
with the in-built PowerMind AI engine. PowerMind AI is
designed with a light footprint with Vigyanlabs’ proprietary
AI framework and is designed to operate in offline mode at
the edge.
PowerMind AI uses various endpoint metrics and
adaptively enables various optimization and energy saving
measures.
Due to its lightweight, offline design,
PowerMind AI ensures that there is no impact on
productivity, performance or user experience.

‘IPM+ is a power management utility software
deployed across India. Since May 2016, it has
helped us to save 33.17 GWh of energy and
Indian Rupees 331.7 Million in value".
State Bank of India, India’s largest public
sector bank

‘Integrated Energy management of
IPM+ not only saves energy, enhances
live of PCs but also enhances the
security of PCs by putting them to sleep
when not in use – thereby reducing the
security attack surface area.

Intelligent energy management of endpoints
IPM+ endpoint energy management module is proven to
save up to 50% of endpoint energy consumption using our Figure 4: IPM+ Energy Management Dashboard
US Patented PowerMind AI technology built on deep
learning. It has been deployed in some of the largest banks
in India including State Bank of India across 25,000+
branches across 200,000+ endpoints.

IPM+ has in-built software based energy measurement capabilities which have been verified and certified by
The Energy Research Institute (TERI), India and the Central Research Institute, Government of India. It enables
intelligent policy based power management and tracks various cost and sustainability metrics to enable
enterprises to adopt Green Endpoint Computing.

Automated Network Discovery and Scanning
With IPM+ for enpoints performs automated network discovery and scanning across all IP enabled devices like
computers, servers, firewalls, routers, vpn gateways, VOIP phones etc. and host discovery and OS discovery on
unmanaged agent less IP devices. It allows agent less port scanning to see open ports and vulnerabilities, agent
less service and process scanning to monitor running services and processes, vulnerability scanning for known
vulnerabilities, brute force analysis to detect potential issues such as default passwords and authentication and
malware issues in endpoints.
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‘In the new normal its is a business
imperative to ensure that– the endpoint
devices operate in a secure environment

Figure 5 In depth 360 deg node discovery view including port scan and service scan details and HW details
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Centralized, actionable endpoint management dashboard
Traditionally, due to disparate software systems deployed for handling different aspects of endpoint
management, obtaining a unified view of endpoints has been a challenge for organizations. With IPM+ providing
a holistic endpoint management platform, it is now possible to obtain all the necessary information about
endpoints deployed in your organization as well as manage the whole spectrum of endpoints from a centralized
IPM+ dashboard. A snapshot of the IPM+ enabled endpoint intelligence view is depicted below.

Figure 6: IPM+ endpoint management dashboard

Endpoint security and vulnerability management
IPM+ provides you the ability to deploy out of box policies like CIS Benchmark policies, Microsoft Administrative
policies etc. It also gives you the ability to design and deploy new security or administrative policies in a
pluggable mode without altering product source code.
IPM+ enables monitoring of endpoint AV, Firewall and Defender health. It is also possible to monitor security
related OS and system events and take remedial actions without manual intervention. IPM+ provides agent less
vulnerability scanning capability across all IP enabled devices like Computers, VOIP phones, Routers, Firewalls,
VPNs etc. and continuous monitoring and remediation of applied policies from Centralized console. It also
provides audit status of deployed policies in a Red-Green-Amber dashboard with counts and details of
compliance. A snapshot of the Policy Audit Status Dashboard is depicted below. In the audit dashboard, RED
shows node count where policy was applied but manually disabled, Green shows policies in force and Yellow
show node counts where policy is not applied yet.
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Figure 7: IPM+ Policy Audit Dashboard

Figure 8 Viulnerability Details Dashboard

Figure 9 Vulnerability Summary Dashboard
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Unified and Smart IT Asset Management
IPM+ acts as a unified IT Asset Management tool providing automated asset discovery, geo-tagged asset
tracking, smart endpoint analytics and alerts. This enables real time asset inventorization of both hardware and
software assets and enables both cost and asset lifecycle management. IPM+ comes with an Android app for
geo-tagged asset movement tracking.
IPM+ enables you to understand over and under-utilized systems based on their CPU, storage and memory usage
and helps in proactive health management by tracking battery wear levels in laptops, over-heating issues, and
fan issues thereby extending useful life of assets. IPM+ has customizable modules that allow tracking of OPEX
and CAPEX incurred on each IT Asset at each Cost Centre / Department / Business unit level.
IPM+ also provides you the ability to detect missing components in endpoints and detect hardware configuration
changes which is especially critical when IT assets are taken outside the organization’s premises as in the case
of Work From Home environments.

Licensing & Compliance Management
IPM+ monitors which applications and software are deployed in each machine and helps track the licenses
procured versus utilized. It enables alerts on over and under-utilized licenses to optimize future procurement.
To enforce IT policy compliance, it is possible to perform Blacklisting / Whitelisting of applications and enable
alerts when blacklisted applications are installed on endpoints. IPM+ allows handling a wide variety of licensing
mechanisms including ability to track pooled licenses across a group of products etc.

Printing and printer management
Automated monitoring and centralized management of printers from multiple brands is a regular challenge in
large enterprises since they are dispersed across locations. Printer management solutions are often expensive
and form an altogether different product suite in enterprise landscape.
IPM+ allows printer health and usage monitoring to understand errors in printers, idleness and active usage
times of printers and enables printer usage optimization by smartly deploying idle printers elsewhere. It also has
cartridge health tracking to understand when a cartridge change is needed and paper usage patterns to track
which users and jobs are printing more, paper consumption patterns etc. A snapshot of the printer and printing
management dashboard is shown below.

Figure 10: IPM+ Printer and Printing Management Dashboard
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Employee Productivity Monitor
In the “New Normal” of remote working it becomes critical for managers and supervisors to track employee
productivity reliably and remotely in a completely non intrusive fashion. IPM+ Productivity Monitoring module
helps track employees’ computer usage from a variety of dimensions. IPM+ helps track and report activity and
idleness hours on a day by day basis. IPM+ also tracks the applications used by employees and the hours of usage
of each application thereby generating a comprehensive productivity and timesheet report for each manager to
track his team.

IPM+ is designed to be secure
Built using a fully open source technology stack, IPM+ has been extensively tested for security and adopts a
highly secure data encryption and authentication. IPM+ has undergone extensive security testing and
certification by CERT-IN and Protiviti. Following extensive security testing, IPM+ is deployed and running
successfully in sensitive sectors such as financial services and defence manufacturing for last several years.

Eliminate challenges of multi-vendor management
Traditionally, endpoint management has required deploying multiple products from different vendors. This not
only poses challenges of vendor and maintenance contracts management but also brings a wide variety of
technologies to the endpoint. The technology diversity opens up potential vulnerabilities and also slows down
performance of endpoints affecting user experience which in most cases means hampered employee
productivity in large enterprises.
All of these challenges are addressed by IPM+ as it is a unified, secure and highly performant product that allows
you to replace a whole suite of enterprise endpoint products. With IPM+, you can simplify endpoint
management with just one highly optimized, performant and intelligent product which delivers multiple
benefits.
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3 IPM+ architecture and technical information
IPM+ is built on a highly scalable client server architecture with focus on performance, scalability and network
bandwidth optimization as primary design constraints. IPM+ architecture is depicted below.

Figure 11: IPM+ Architecture

IPM+ Agents are deployed into the endpoints (laptops, desktops). These are called management endpoints.
IPM+ Enterprise Server communicates with IPM+ managed endpoints via secure HTTP protocol over TLS 1.3 and
above.
IPM+ agents are written in native C/C++ for ensuring most optimal footprint on agent systems. IPM+ Enterprise
Server is deployed as a pre-bundled, hardened1 FreeBSD Virtual Machine. It runs on Apache PHP Engine with
Apache MODSEC VAPT module. The database runs inside the same VM on PostgreSQL.
IPM+ Agents exchange less than 100KB data per day per agent on an average (other than the sizes of patch files
which are to be downloaded for patch management and remediation scripts to be downloaded for specific
remediations). They use less than 25MB average memory footprint and uses than 3% CPU on an average across
benchmark tests.

4 Patents and Intellectual Property
IPM+ has been developed with significant research and development inputs. Evidencing the research effort
expended on product development are the patents listed below.
i.
U.S. Patent 8201007 - Fine grain non-intrusive distributed information technology infrastructure power
management system
ii.
U.S. Patent 9477281 - Distributed information technology infrastructure dynamic policy driven peak
power management system
iii.
U.S. Patent D783037 - Display screen with graphical user interface including a sustainability dashboard
for an enterprise
iv.
U.S. Patent 10146288 - Adaptive Power Management in IT Devices
v.
Patents Pending
1

Certified by CERT-IN & Protiviti
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AI/ML Prediction based Power Management
Data Centre Energy Management Patent Pending
Anomaly Detection in Electrical Devices

5 Awards and Recognition
IPM+ has been consistently awarded by leading industry forums globally for its innovativeness, contribution to
environmental sustainability and energy management.
o NASSCOM AI Game Changer 2021
o World Innovation Congress Award for Sustainability, 2019
o Frost and Sullivan Award for Innovation in Green IT, 2016
o Dr. J. S. Juneja Award for Creativity and Innovation, 2015
o Gartner Cool Vendor for Sustainability and Green IT, 2014
o Winner TiE 50, Energy, 2014
o NASSCOM Technology Innovation of the Year, 2013 2
o Winner, Red Herring Asia Top 100, 20133

6 Independent Tests and Certifications
IPM+ has been independently tested and verified by several organizations that include:
o The Central Research Laboratory, Govt of India.
o The Energy Resource Institute (TERI), India
o Department of IT/BT, Government of Karnataka, India
o VAPT Certified by CERT-IN, Government of India and Protiviti Inc.

2
3

http://www.nasscom.in/innovation-awards2013 (India)
http://www.redherring.com/events/red-herring-asia/2013-red-herring-asia-top-100-winners/
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7 Customers
IPM+ has found adoption across industry sectors that include BFSI, IT/ITES, Manufacturing,
Automotive, Power and Telecom. Some of the prominent users of IPM+ are:

“RNLIC implemented IPM+ 2
years back. The complete
transition was handled by
Vigyanlabs team seamlessly
including supporting the business
case. The solution is stable, free
from any glitches and a tried and
tested solution which I advocate
all new customers to examine
and implement”
Reliance Nippon Life Insurance
Company
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“We deployed IPM+ in Sep
2018 on 1,000 PCs after
undergoing comprehensive
trials on 466 PCs after cross
checking hardware
meter/software meter
accuracy and its effectiveness
on reducing energy bills. We
increased the license base to
2,000 PCs last year and are
averaging an overall savings
which is substantial.”
Future Generali Total
Insurance Solutions

“IPM+ has successfully
enabled savings of around
65% in power consumption
and helped reduce
emissions”
Vodafone Idea Cellular
Limited
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8 About Vigyanlabs
Vigyanlabs is an innovation driven organization focused on building Intelligent
Power Management and Self-Care products to promote green computing and save
money for Enterprises.
Founded by Srinivas Varadarajan and Srivatsa Krishnaswamy, we have attracted some of India’s best talent to
create new intellectual property and build technology products to deliver the benefits of our IP and knowledge
base to the society at large rapidly. We are continuously innovating in the compliance, security, management
and energy saving space to enable higher value proposition to our customers.

Our Vision
To be a visionary technology company for sustainability

Our Mission
To harness the power of emerging technologies to better manage energy consuming devices and to reduce their
energy footprint

Contact
To know more, contact us at info@ipmplus.com or visit www.ipmplus.com

7 US
Patents

Microsoft
Ventures
Startup
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Disclaimer and Confidentiality Notice
This document is confidential. Information and specifications mentioned herein are as of the date of
publication of this document. Vigyanlabs reserves the right to change or modify specifications without
prior notice. Products and/or features contained herein maybe covered by one or more U.S., Indian
or foreign Patents, copyrights or trademarks. No part either in part or whole can be copied,
reproduced, translated or converted into any electronic medium or machine readable form without
prior written approval from Vigyanlabs.
© 2008-2021 Vigyanlabs Innovations Private Limited
All products and company names mentioned herein are trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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